
 

Unity is Strength 

One day, Akash and his friends 

were going home after a ride. On 

the way, they saw a huge rock in 

the middle of the road. Akash got 

out of the car and tried to move 

the rock. But the rock didn’t move. 

Let’s help Akash, one of the 

friends said. All the others agreed. 

They all pushed the rock away from the road. This was 

possible only because we worked together, Akash said 

happily. 

 

Mobby and Minnu 

Mobby and Minnu were playing 

with their building blocks. 

“Mobby, let’s break this and 

make something new,” Minuu 

said. “Wait, Minnu, it will not be 

easy to make it like this again,” 

Mobby said. But Minnu didn’t 

listen to Mobby. She destroyed 

the shapes they had built. Minnu tried to make another 

one but it was not as good as the earlier one. ‘It is easy 

to destroy something, but hard to build it,’ Minnu thought 

sadly. 



 

Eli and The Bees 

Eli the bear was walking through the 

forest. He was feeling very hungry. 

Suddenly, it started to rain. Eli saw 

a group of bees trying to save 

themselves from the rain. Eli put all 

the bees on a leaf and took them to 

his cave. But poor Eli was still 

hungry. When the rain stopped, the bees thanked Eli, 

and flew back to their home. After sometime, the bees 

returned with lots of honey for Eli. Helping others is like 

helping yourself. 

 

The Orchids and The Roses 

Once upon a time some Orchids lived 

inside a house. A few Roses lived 

outside in the garden. The Orchids 

always mocked the Roses saying, “We 

get everything just by standing here. It 

is so cool and cosy here.’’ Once the 

people in the house forgot to Water the 

Orchids. They felt thirsty. It was raining heavily outside, 

so the Roses got plenty of Water. The wilted Orchids 

apologised the Roses for their rudeness and they 

became good friends forever. 


